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Hey!!! a3

My headline media still isn't working so any song, but I can recommend a

song- RIP by Joji

🚨 TW: knives/ flashbacks and inappropriate touching. If you aren't

comfortable with this, you are welcome to leave [italics will be the start of the

flashbacks] 🚨 a1

On with the chapter... ✨

***********

✨Emilia POV

Light voices and hushed whispers woke me up from my slumber, sitting up

straight, I rub the sleepiness from my eyes and blink a few times to gain my

sight back.

Groaning, I prop myself up on my elbows to look around the darkroom to see

two large figures standing in front of the bed.

"Al, I'll make sure the deal goes through," I think it was Elijah's voice that

spoke, I watched as the other man which I presumed was Alessandro, slip an

immense amount of money into his palm. I could only see the shadows but I

could still hear the sound of the money being crunched and folded.

"Lijah?" I mumble. a1

"Oh sorry for waking you, go back to sleep." He pushes my shoulders back

until they hit the bed again. This wasn't my bed, this was like laying down on

flu , it was too comfortable to be my bed. a1

Slowly, my memory of last night flushes to my mind, I was watching Spirited

Away on Alessandro's bed, I must've fallen asleep. I'm not mad about it

though, I wish I could sleep in there all the time, his bed makes Heaven

sound mediocre.

I also remember his sorting his paper work out by throwing vast amounts

into di erent sections on the floor, I didn't know what the paperwork was as

about but I can at least say it was a lot. And... I mean a lot. Thousands of

pieces of paper were flying around the room into messy sections. I might be a

messy girl, but I could never work in his type of messy. a5

"Mph...what time is it?" I croak out sitting up straight again.

"6:43, go back to sleep, Em." Alessandro pushes my shoulders back but I

refuse. I was awake now, there was no way I was going to get back to sleep.

"Mph... no," I groan again.

Detangling my legs from the duvet, I stand up listening to the wooden floor

creak under my weight, I stretch my arms out as far as I can.

"It's too early, Bambina, you should be sleeping," Elijah speaks. a3

"Sleep, I'll wake you up soon for breakfast, I'm just going to the gym for a

little. Sleep, please." Alessandro guides me back to the bed and pulls the

covers up so I can slip my legs in but I remain standing.

"I promise you, I'm fine, I don't need more sleep."

"Are you sure? You have a long day ahead of you, you'll need all the rest you

can get." Alessandro strokes my hair which was very calming.

"This is why co ee exists." I smile at him.

"Nah ah," he tuts moving his index finger side to side.

"You're not having co ee. No way." Alessandro consoles in me. a48

"If I can sleep in the car, I don't need much sleep anyways." I give him a light

hug before leaving him and Elijah alone I'm his room. His bed shall be

missed.

Even though I felt debilitated, I need to shower because not only did I stink of

last night's dinner, but I needed to be recharged and the only way I could do

that was to shower.

Letting the shower warm-up, I retreat to my room in the search for the outfit

of the day. Most likely jeans and a plain shirt and a woolly jumper because

England is cold. No, England is frigid and algid with sharp cutting winds that

could knock you o  of your feet. a6

In theory, what I wore didn't matter, I just wanted to be warm and jeans

weren't the way to go. But jeans were probably the most stylish thing I own,

mostly because I'm basic but being basic isn't a bad thing. It just means I'm

too lazy.

Once I'd gathered my toiletries and clothes, I began to undress in front of the

mirror. Big mistake. My inner soul stared darts right back at me.

Just one small look.

My body still looked it had been put through a shredder, my ribs continued to

protrude; my pelvis jutted sharply- I looked disgusting.

It's just that something in particular that I always tried to avoid, caught my

eye. The skin in the area was a lot pinker and firm than the rest of my body.

The scar that travelled from my pelvis to my nonexistent breasts.

My mind always seemed to abstain the night I was gi ed with this present. It

was a present I could never forget.

It didn't even happen that long ago, just on the night of my thirteenth

birthday.

Shaking my head and sighing, I pull the shower door open hoping that my

memories of the night evaporate. But I couldn't help it, the memory chased

my mind whenever I was in deep thought, I was trapped, I was enslaved by

this one night of many that I was tortured by.

The only thing I could feel was scorching hot water falling down my spine and

the cage in my brain slowly fracturing.

Today was supposed to be a great day for me, I finally became a teenager but

no one was here to celebrate that with me. I had Shawn, but the only thing

he was celebrating was the football match on the television with Michael and

his many friends.

I say this like Shawn had many friends, he had two, Michael and Tate- two

disgusting creatures.

Tate wasn't seen around here o en but when he was, it was never good, in

fact, I always dreaded the days when he would come by. His visits meant

torture. a1

Right now, I was watching the football game through the railings because

this was the only form of entertainment I had right now.

"I'm just gonna go to the toilet, tell me what happens when I get back." I

watch as Tate comes closer into my sight, I hadn't reacted quick enough to

get out of there, instead, his strong, meaty palm grasped my upper arm

squeezing it extra tight.

"Hey, Emmy, did you have a great day? I heard it was your birthday." His

wicked smile makes me ponder his intentions with me.

The next thing I know, he's pulling me down the bleak halls of the house until

we stop just outside my bedroom.

"I've got a present for you, I think you'll like it very much. You want to see?"a3

I physically gulp when I see him, scout, through his dirty jean pocket for

something. He pulls me closer to him the second I hear the sound of

something slicing the humid air and being pressed against my lower

stomach.

"I got you a gi , I got you some pain for your birthday, I thought you would

like it considering pain suits you very well. In fact, why don't you hurt

yourself right now or I will."

He's confusing me, I have no idea what he's talking about. Was this his subtle

way of threatening me? Buying me pain? He's had too much to drink, I can

smell it in his breath, smoke-infused breath with a side of whisky. An all too

familiar smell that had become the staple aroma of the house.

I hiss in pain as I feel the light pressure of the blade against my pelvis bone,

slowly and agonisingly, he pulls he knife up so I can feel a hot trail of fresh,

crimson blood- I could smell the iron and metallic scent the blood possessed.

"You know I love to see you writhe under me, show me your pain. It's a good

colour for you." He sniggers.

I try my best to keep my screams of pain in, but I shall not be defeated by an

ogre. a4

I oath to stay strong.

Even though the knife wasn't pushed that far into me- it was just the tip- it

was still enough to draw blood, even the thought of him touching me with an

infected knife was enough to make me hurl and vomit.

Him touching me alone made me feel disgusted like I must wash the layer of

skin away, every centimetre o  skin he has touched made me want to cut out

the areas of my skin. But if I was to do that, I'd have no skin le  to my bones.

This is the same skin that concealed my feelings for the past months that I

have been in this place I call 'Hell.' a1

My brain can't stop this, it's not helping me forget any longer, it hurts to think

about it so much. The pressure is boiling in my head and I'm scared it's going

to overflow at any moment.

It's happening again, he's not leaving me alone, help me!

"Cry for me, Emmy, let me hear the voice I've always dreamt of." He spat into

my ear.

"Stop!" I command him at once.

"Stop? Do you mean to go?" I pull the tip of the blade higher until it reaches

my flat chest; my shirt was bunched around his wrist so my entire torso and

chest were exposed for him to see.

My fingers curl in my drenched scalp in an attempt to pull him out of my

head. His voice is still echoing in there, it just fades into the never-ending

abyss.

Switching the water o , I push the now slippery door open with two hands

and grab a towel to dry myself o .

Once I've done a thorough scrub of my body with the towel, I dress into my

jeans which were di icult to pull up my legs because my legs were still a little

sticky from the shower, and then my woolly jumper that went down to my

knees.

" Emmy? You still in the shower?" Multiple knocks at the door send me into a

frightened state.

Emmy, Emmy, Emmy. His voice.

Standing in front of the mirror, all I can imagine is seeing my naked body full

of battle scars. Almost like my clothes were non-existent.

"Do you like it when I call you 'Emmy?'" He sneers.

The mirror was so dark and fuzzy, yet all I could imagine was Tate's hand

touching every inch of my body while the iron saturated blood trickles down

my thorax, just one single droplet that holds my soul.

" Emmy? Em? Breakfast is ready!" The voice shouts again.

Emmy, Emmy, Emmy.

"SHUT UP!!" I scream to the mirror, I didn't want to watch anymore, I didn't

want to be looking at my body for any longer, it was like I was staring right at

him, the way he was touching me with his calloused, rough fingers. He may

be absent, but I could still see the dirty prints le  on my body, so dirty and

filthy.

"Bambina? What's wrong?" More shallow knocks tap on the door, it was

making me frustrated, why wasn't it stopping?!

Pulling my forearm back, I launch them into the mirror multiple times

watching as my reflection and memory of the night go away.

Silence.

Only worried shouts of people behind the door could be heard. But it was

easy to block them out now. I was stuck in a bubble of relief.

Silence.

The silence in my mind felt like bliss. Sweet, sweet bliss. The silence in my

head was loud enough to be heard from Mars. It was nice. Tate has gone.

They were all gone.

"Emilia? What did you do?" Elijah stormed into the bathroom with rage

hanging above his head. a4

I ignore his inquiries and look at the millions of duplicates of me staring right

back.

Soon a er, Alessandro walked in with gym gear hanging close to his body,

beads of sweat were hanging from his greasy brows.

"What did you do?" Alessandro's steely voice asks.

"Nothing."

What I did was I got rid of the demons. I sent them back to hell. a16

"Shît, are your hands okay?" Alessandro pulls my arms up to meet his eyes

for inspection.

"I'll call Axel to see to them," Elijah mumbles leaping over the few pieces of

speculum that managed to travel far enough to the door.

"Come on, get away from the glass." Alessandro pulled me out of the

bathroom and out of my bedroom.

I... almost feel like I just killed someone, the guilt was twisting my mind into

so many positions I couldn't even imagine- the problem was, I'm imagining

too much.

Sorrow was raining down on me, heavy cold rain filled with so much anger

and sorrow.

I wasn't sure what to feel, happy? But all I can feel is angry and frustrated,

why do I feel like he's still watching me?

I was still stuck in a train of thought while being pulled through the halls,

very little light emitted through the gigantic windows since it was very early

and still dark outside. All that could be seen as the low rays of light peaking

through, a murky overcast of blue mixed with orange lit up the frigid

morning.

Just as Alessandro was about to raise his sweaty fist to knock on Axel's door,

it was pulled open to reveal a shirtless Axel- he had a shirt on but it just

wasn't buttoned up. Ew!

Even though Alessandro looked anxious and perturbed, I couldn't feel a thing

other than the coiled feeling of guilt and relief. My physical pain was nothing

compared to the agonising pain and the wrenched, poisoned my mind was

cast under.

"Crap, what's happened?" Axel's voice distressed.

Peering down at the arms in front of me for the first time, I notice small

scores laced round my wrists and fingers, nothing too extreme. Just tiny stab

marks- but many of them.

"Dang it, Em," he slips his arms around my back and pulls me into the room.

Not saying a word, I comply. a11

***********

It had been almost an hour since I had my incident and I hadn't spoken a

word, not even a Bronx cheer.

As much as I wanted to hiss out in pain from the intense and stinging pain of

the disinfectant liquid to clear my scratches, I wouldn't.

That's all they were, nothing big - I've been through worse things than this,

this was minor and an inconvenience.

"You wanna talk about it?" Axel patches up my hands and forearm with a

cream coloured bandage with unicorn tape to seal it. He said he had many

di erent patterns of tapes, even Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

"No," I squeak.

"You can talk to me," Axel tries to reason with me.

"No."

"Maybe we can... you know? Get you some professional help?" He suggests,

does he think I'm crazy?! It's very deteriorating to someone's mental health

when you request them to get 'professional help,' it's just another way for

them to call you crazy. a23

"Excuse me?" I inquire with an o ended tone.

"Not like that, Em. I mean, would you like to talk to someone rather than your

older brother who knows nothing about what you're going through. Maybe a

counsellor? Therapist? Meditation therapy?"

"I'm not a psycho. Please don't put me in that situation." I croak out.

"I'm sorry, I'm worried about you. There is nothing wrong with accepting

help. Please. We're all worried." a1

"I-I'm not crazy," I repeat.

"I know you're not. But please, we can pay for private meditation classes,

counsellor sessions. It's not a choice. I'll have a talk with Alessandro and

Elijah about this. I'm sure they will agree with me." He comforts me by

engulfing me in a light hug. a2

There was no way I was going to win this, the only thing I could do was

accept his 'help,' I didn't need it. I didn't need someone to talk to just so they

can judge me a erwards. I don't need that in my life, counsellors are the

people you put your trust in but they betray it by telling the people who are

surrounded by you. It allows everyone to speak inappropriately about you, it

makes them feel shame on you. a10

"Although you can talk to me, make sure you always know that."

"You can't force me to do anything. I'm not going to a stupid psychotherapy

session!" I exclaim.

"You're right, but I can make you sit down in a chair with me for hours on end

until you open up to me. That way I wouldn't be forcing you to do anything.

Your mental stability is deteriorating, it saddens me to think being here is a

bad choice."

"A-are you gonna send me back? Please, I beg of you, if you care about me at

all you won't send me back there, my heart and soul shall die here. HERE."

"No, no, no, I worded that terribly, what I meant to say is that your mental

health is... is disintegrating by the days, it's languishing. It's why I must try

and help you. But the only way I can help you is if you help yourself. Ti Amo!"

He says strongly yet I remain silent. a1

"Bambina, it can't be a choice anymore, your mind is spiralling and I don't

want you to hit the bottom, because when you do, there's no saving you."

Yet again, I remain silent.

"Now what I want you to do today is: don't think about the conversation we

just had, I'll talk to you about it later; please be careful with your hand, and

finally enjoy yourself shopping with the boys. Also, don't forget to sleep in

the car, I don't want a grumpy and cantankerous teenager when you come

home." He slaps my cheeks lightly as an attempt for me to break a smile, it

works... just a little. a2

"I'll speak to you about this later... okay? Would it make you feel better if I

invited your friends to the party? What's her name again? Ron? Ra? Ran? Ru?

Rainy? Whatever her name is, invite her and Felix to the party. I'll ask

Alessandro to mail them a special invitation. Just smile." He kisses my

forehead pulling me into a loving embrace.

He starts to pack the medical stu  away, I don't know what any of it's called

but I know it's poison to the skin. It felt like he was pouring the spicy water

over my cuts, it's not the best feeling in the world. Hehe, spicy water. a8

"You've never let me in your room before, it's very..." I pause a moment to

help me think.

"Messy? Cluttered?" He speaks before I can.

"I was going to say calm, you have a crazy obsession with vinyls and movies.

Almost like you're living in the past." I look at the coloured painting of Marilyn

Monroe that was sectioned o  into four di erent colours. Hundreds of pieces

of vinyl leant you're against each other in a tight space below a maroon

record player. a2

I'm loving it just like McDonald's chicken nuggets. Speaking of, weren't they

accused of using human DNA in their food? It's kinda gross to think about but

whoever I ate, I just wanted you to know that you tasted good. Oops, this

isn't the time to joke about this, it's very serious. a18

Bringing attention back to the room, it had a very retro and calming accent to

it. Relaxing. a1

"Yeah, it seemed a lot better back then." He tells me, sure style and music

may have been better but society was a lot worse than it was today.

"Not really, sure there was great music- may the Beatles' music be

remembered forever- but the society was screwed. Not exactly the best

society for someone who was a person of colour or for someone who was

apart of the LGBTQIA+ community. It was enjoyable for white, straight

people, they never had to worry about their lives." I tell him while running my

sore hands across the vinyl.

"If we're talking on the same terms...yes. Music and clothing were great, food

too. But society wasn't the greatest. I love how you're so passionate about

these things, your mum did a great job." He smiles widely.

"It's called human decency, it shouldn't be taught, it should be our nature.

And either way, I'm in no predicament to judge someone for their beliefs and

looks considering I look like... ground beef mince and have more history than

a history book. Theoretically of course. Okay I lie, my past couldn't even

compete with the amount of history behind us. It's such a beautiful thought

though, to think about how far we've come. I mean... society today still needs

altering but we have time. Oh, and trust me I'll wait, I'll wait for the

homophobes to come out, I'll wait for the racists to admit they were wrong." I

say so freely, it felt amazing. a6

"I like that. You're an amazing speaker. You've said more facts in your speech

than what Luca has said in his entire life. It's amazing, a tiny body with such a

big brain. It'll do wonders for us in the future." He says proudly. a6

"The future? At this rate, we'll have nothing le . Soon we'll all be

disintegrated into space when the Earth blows up, we're irrelevant to the

Earth, it doesn't care about us. We know the Earth but the Earth doesn't

know us. We'll be nothing, just tiny particles of our ashes and bone floating

through the galaxies. Who knows one day my particles might reach

Andromeda." At random I pull a vinyl out which had the cover of the Beatles

walking down the infamous street. They were very charming. a2

"Andromeda?" He sounds so curious that it makes me happy, it means I can

teach him something new.

"It's this amazing galaxy that lives beyond our solar system, it's also the

closest galaxy we can see from the naked eye, maybe some assistance from a

telescope will be useful but you understand me. Space is filled with so many

possibilities. Just think about this for a second- the sun is like our

government, in a way, but the sun is like the solar system government if you

get what I mean. Mr sun is like the president, they have control over us and

this Sun, is the exact one that chooses when to end us all, it's why respect is

so important. If the sun doesn't like our behaviour on what were doing to the

planet because we can't respect it and the people on it, it can kill us in a

nanosecond. Imagine it like a nuclear bomb, but bigger. This is the suns

version of a bomb and it'll be more damaging," My smile was so wide, it

makes me happy knowing he has the same interests as me.

"You're saying many words at the same time but they all make sense. The

sun is what chooses to kill us, and when it does we'll be nothing." Such a

kindred spirit Axel is. a2

"Yeah exactly, and when it's all over we only have those few seconds to think

about our mistakes; that's when we know we pushed the sun too far. Since

the sun would believe there is nothing worth fighting for on Earth; there is no

point of even existing. Respect means nothing if you don't respect the Earth.

Like all of these company doing fast fashion don't realise it's killing the Earth.

We must respect the nature of the Earth." a11

"Emilia Russo, you're gonna be the future." He wraps his arms around my

shoulders and shakes my body violently making me laugh for the first time

today.

"Anyways, you need to go get Blade up, it's currently... 7:56 and he should be

awake." He presses the side button so it reveals the time. a2

"He's gonna shoot at me, he likes his sleep remember?" I fiddle with the tape

on the bandage. It was quite cute, the pink stars and the unicorn mane, it's

very pretty.

"Stop playing with the tape, it's gonna come loose." He moves my fingers

away from the tape while smiling.

"Should I just knock on his door?" I gait to the door and pull it open since it

was le  ajar.

"Any method will do great, just make sure he gets up. He might tackle you to

the floor, so it might not be the best idea to piss him o ." Axel advises me as

he puts the vinyl back in its place.

"Uh okay," piss him o ? Pshh, I could never do such a thing. a6

As I was knocking, I noticed yet another hole in his new door. Jeez, dude!

How many doors does this guy go through? a1

I knock again but there was no answer, so I try again but this time I knock

with my forehead- weird I know but my hands were sore enough, I'd like to

risk losing the few brain cells.

Should I walk in? Maybe not... but I need to wake him. But what if he's naked?

I'll take the risk. I can always burn my eyes later if I see anything.

Pushing the door open, I look around until my eyes find his bed. He wasn't

sleeping, he was sat on top of the covers with no shirt on and toy story

pyjama bottoms playing with his Rubik's cube.

"What?" He says but not making eye contact with me, he was more invested

in twisting the cube and whispering profanities at it. a1

"You need to get up, you know maybe get out of bed," I suggest, but he just

gives me an evil look.

"I was already awake, thanks to you," he directs his eyes back to the cube in

front of him.

"I'm sorry," I pinch my arm so I can avoid looking at him.

"Don't worry about it, you're a champ anyway."

"A champ?"

"Yeah, you're a champ," he repeats with a tone that says 'end of.' I would love

an explanation but he seemed like he was cantankerous and dour.

"Okay, whatever you say, Rex." I'm pretty sure Rex was the green dinosaur on

his pyjama bottoms.

"Rex? Oh for crying out loud, the one time you come in my room I'm wearing

the most embarrassing jammies in the world's history. Go! Let me get

changed." He stands you quickly pushing me out of the room ensuring to

lock it behind me. He said jammies, haha he just embarrassed himself even

more. a23

Rex... I like that nickname, I think I'll call him it more o en considering he

hates it. Did you know I'm the world's best sister and I have never pissed my

brothers o  because I'm the nicest person you shall ever have an encounter

with, I have the most ecstatic energy a girl could ever have and I've never

gotten into mischief in my entire life? a5

Sarcasm should've been my name. Emilia is a little... let's say I'm not a fan of

my name, Blade was right. My name is basic but I am the definition in the

urban dictionary under the word 'basic.' And I'm fine with it, I only want to be

myself. If you're basic like me, take it as a compliment, they're jealous

because we can only pull o  'basic.' There's nothing wrong in being

comfortable. a24

Strolling down the halls, I stop by my room for a second and immediately

regretting it. All I needed was my phone and I'll be on my way.

It felt wrong being in here, like a crime, like I was trespassing into my room.

Like a murder scene when I didn't kill anyone. I still felt like I did. Walking into

the room just made me feel like it was contaminated and poisoned as I would

die from spending another moment in here.

Snatching my phone from the desk- which I accidentally got a little paint on- I

dash with urgency to get out of there.

"Woah slow down," my chest crashes with another, but as soon as I hear

Diego's voice my heartbeat slows down with relief.

"Sorry," I push past him running down the steps leaving him in awe.

"Hey! Slow down, Em." I bump into yet another chest but this time I almost

bounce back in the floor, but luckily secure hands gathered around my back

before I fell. Elijah.

"Sorry," I echo yet again running into the kitchen. Why was I running again? I

wasn't even sure but I didn't want to waste the surge of adrenaline that

coursed through my veins. And I was hungry, food is always a reason to run-

it's my daily exercise.

"I told you to slow down," Elijah says sterner while his arms snake around my

torso pulling me back. He lets me go before telling me to walk. Well okay

then. Sorry for doing some exercises.

"Ah, Miss Emilia, eat. You look famished." Valentina skips over to me with a

bowl of pineapple and grapes. Yum. If I was a dog I'd be drooling all over this

scrumptious aliment.

"Thank you."

" Emmy! Look what I can do!"

"Do you like it when I call you 'Emmy?'" He sneers.

I watch as Luca attempts to do a handstand in the middle of the kitchen.

"You know I love to see you writhe under me, show me your pain. It's a good

colour for you."

"Don't call me that." I stammer. a8

"You mean 'Emmy?' It's a cute nickname I thought for you." Luca hu s and

used a chair to help him stand back up from his failed attempt to impressing

me.

"Yeah don't call me that."

*************

"What about this one?" Blade pushes a bright pink dress into my arms.

"It's pink."

"Yeah so? It's cute, it's princess-like."

"No, Blade, as much as I love the pastel pink this is a no. I love the colour

blue." I smile while admiring all of the di erent shades of blue dresses in the

store. a1

"Blue is a boy's colour isn't it." a48

"P  no, you can't put genders on colours. Blue is a uni-sex colour. Just like

every colour in the rainbow." I start humming the rainbow song while moving

from foot to foot. Like I was doing a little dance almost. a10

"Fair enough." Blade continues to push the dresses to the opposite side of

the clothing rack.

"Blue you said?" Blade holds out a very big, royal blue dress that was only fit

for Cinderella. My body wouldn't fit in that, it had a curvy bodice and cup

sizes that were humongous compared to my nonexistent, flat chest. I

couldn't even wear a padded bra yet, I was stuck using the kiddy bras that

had smiley faces in because my chest wasn't top-notch like others.

"It's for ladies, not me." I chuckle lowly. a4

"You're not a lady?" Blade questions while putting the dress to his chest and

twirling around in it. a6

The dress looked great in him, it shocks me how many feminine features he

has, he would look great in a skirt or a dress. a4

"Blade, imagine Aspen in this dress, don't you think it'll look great?" Luca

walks out with a deep, shimmery dress that had parts taken out of the sides. a10

"Dude what're you doing? Take that o  now. And don't forget about 'bro

code'," Blade sounds kind of angry. Bro code?

Wait, did he and Aspen date before? No, no, no I'm just imagining things.

"Are you dating Aspen?!" My beaming grin was so wide it hit the roof.

"Was." The blade leaves me to go find some more dresses, but that didn't

stop my curiosity, I WANTED THE DETAILS!

"YOO-HOO!! Wait up!" I pant ferociously trying to catch up with him. I should

eat more fish- isn't that what Axel said about helping me move faster with

long legs? My memory was worse than a goldfish.

"What?"

"YOU DATED ASPEN?!"

"You say that likes it's hard to believe. But yes I did date her." He looks away

but anyone would be a fool to not see that he was smiling.

"For how long? You're telling me Aspen could've been my sister?" Wait I

remember this, my first day at school when Blade was sucking the life out of

her neck. THAT WAS HER?!

"It's a little dramatic, Em."

"Why did you break up?" I whine- I wanted them to get together again. Make

Aspen my sister, please!

"We weren't a normal couple. I-I was... uh. I wasn't the most faithful to her."

He scratches the back of his neck in nervousness. a27

"You cheated on her? That's depressing. She's a-" he cuts me o  short and

immediately speaks for me.

"Nice person, I know. Don't remind me of how much of a dîck I am. I've been

told many times." He hu s with sadness. Looking around the boutique,

which was quite empty due to the early morning, Luca and Diego were giving

each other piggybacks and calling themselves heroes. I'm sure the manager

and cashier were getting enraged by our presence.

"You should be reminded now and then. It's not di icult..." I roll my eyes in

annoyance. Aspen is a great person, she doesn't deserve this. a3

"Huh?"

"Just be faithful."

"I'm Blade Russo, what do you expect. I have to keep up a good reputation.

By good I mean bad. But yeah, we're still friends." a8

"Hmm, is your reputation that more important than love?" That's sad, to

think he cares more for his name rather than his love.

"We were together for three months. I hardly call that a relationship. We

broke up just over a month ago, I can remember the uh... great times I had

with her." A slow smirk tugs its way to his lips. You dirty soul. a1

"And don't paint me as the bad guy, Aspen had her fair share of... how do I

put this without burning your ears? She had her fair share of... uh

relationships with other men. Sexual relationships. But not as nearly as many

as me." a12

"So you're both cowards? Oh well. At least I know not to get my hopes up for

when you get a new girlfriend. Just please make her nice."

"I and relationships don't go in the same sentence." He finally comes to a

stop and moves dresses away from him until he finds the most gorgeous

dress perfect for a princess.

A rich, dark blue dress hung before me. And a luxurious silk undercoat of the

skirt which was short yet modest; the fine shimmer of the flattering sleeves

which looked to be created by the finest lace looked so elegant- the entire

dress looked to be a diamond in a packet of stones. The spangly blue cloth

seemed to be the richest amongst the other seductive and mature dresses.

More for a youthful teenager.

Perfect.

************

"Emilia, are you ready, the party is full of guests waiting to meet you," several

knocks at the spare bedroom door pull me from my trance. I'd spent the last

few minutes just staring at the ceiling and the wonderful designs. Yet again,

so many paintings that took a long time to make. I wish I could do something

great like this.

"Coming." a1

I open the door to see Felix waiting there in an orange attire, he resembled a

pumpkin.

"You look pretty, who're you wearing tonight?" He gestures to the piece of art

on my body. a4

"Adah and Bolanle, I don't know the brand but they're amazing and friendly

people." a10

Running back into the room, I pull my socks and take the shoes o , they were

so uncomfortable and tight around my feet, they were so sore and begged

me to free them from the trap. a1

I made sure to wear unnoticeable socks; they were black and white dots.

Sure my feet could get stepped on but I'll take the risk. Comfort over style.

"You're not going to the party with socks are you?" Felix stares in perplexity. a2

"Yes."

Hooking my arms through his, we begin our stroll to the party, we could hear

the thumping of the loud music against the wooden floor. It always sounded

better this way, it was a more peaceful version of the music. It seemed so er

and calmer, when music was like this it reminded me of how great and

comforting the rain was. Almost like the heavens were crying with me.

Although the music didn't seem fit for a party. More for a ball.

"Emilia you look gorgeous as per usual." Valentina expresses her tenderness

and friendliness.

"Thank you, you look just as divine." a10

A er pushing through all of the people, most of which were ignorant and

rude about. None of us looked like we belonged to a Halloween party, this

was more of a fancy dinner, who has tables at a party and also, they had

those fancy plates and forks awaiting for them. When I say tables I mean one,

just one extremely large and long table that could easily fit all of the guests

in.

"I'm confused, is this supposed to be a party because all I see is a bunch of

snobs sipping on the unicorn piss." I snort loudly getting a few dirty looks

from women.

"That's no way to treat our guests," Alessandro warns me receiving a few

praises from the men. a7

"This isn't a party, this sucks more than the Royal Family's weddings. These

are more boring than reading a dictionary for hours. And I love to read, isn't

that saying something?" I rudely mention to Alessandro who was looking at

me as if he wanted to kill me. a36

"First o : where are your shoes and this is a dinner party, I'm not sure what

you were expecting." Alessandro unhooks my arm from Felix's and pulls me

over to an empty seat surrounded snobby men and women, at least sit me

next to Axel it somebody. All these people are going to be talking about what

kind of tea company to invest in.

"Sit down and hide your feet, dinner I'm gonna start and I don't want your

feet everywhere embarrassing me." He rumbles tucking my chair under. a17

Rapidly, many men and women dressed in the same uniform, place small

amounts of food on a plate, looks like I'll be eating grass for dinner.

This wasn't even enough to feed a goldfish, was I still going to eat it?

Obviously... it's food.

"I told Peter about the engagement party idea and he settled with my ideas,

he agreed on booking a venue with the most luxurious and deluxe location

anyone could think of." The woman next to me gloats.

"Amazing, Franny, I'm so happy for you." Yet again, another random woman

congratulates them. Franny? I thought she said something else but my ears

are playing tricks on me. a1

"Nathaniel and I may be planning on having a baby in the future. We want to

combine our names to make our child's name. Nathaniel. It sounds great we

think, isn't that right Nate?" The man with strong facial features nods yes. a1

"Call it 'Math' for short, maybe it'll be smart enough to name its child

'Science' in the future." I try to joke with them but they sco  and take o ence

to my joke. a45

"You don't know anything, child." The weird lady with the weird baby name

glares at me with a fire burning behind her eyes.

"Oh, I can assure you I do. My brain can process information faster than all of

you combined. I wasn't trying to be rude, I was making a joke." I laugh o  my

nervousness, these women could step on you with their husband's money

and you'd be finished.

"We don't joke, it shows your poor manners and professionalism." a18

"I make one joke and now I don't have manners? Live a little won't you?" I tell

the woman who was scowling at me. a6

"You won't have time for jokes, kid when you turn eighteen and you have to

work in the kitchen with the rest of the brats," I think his name was Nate told

me in an aggressive tone. a23

"The sexist community is screaming for your name." I give the man my bad

eye and look him over either a disgusted look. He doesn't deserve that

entitlement, call him a boy. It's all he'll ever be.

"Sexist? Sit down, kid, your imagination is crazy." He dismisses me with his

hairy hand. a12

"Kid? Sit down, boy, your sexism is unattractive." I repeat with the same tone

he did. Fight fire with fire, just don't use cold water to put it out when it's too

much for you. a11

"I'm not having a conversation with a freckled rat." Don't pick on the freckles

because you can't grow any balls. a12

"That's too far, Nathan, she's just a kid." The man next to him advises him but

Nate just brushes it o .

"I find that using sexist terms to deteriorate women's mental health is very

damaging, we have more purpose now and I'd like you to respect it." I was

polite, I didn't say anything rude because I wanted to each my hay and grass

in peace. No arguments allowed. a2

"Your one purpose is to breed, it's all you're good for. Just remember that

men own women." Nate's jaw clicked loudly as he ate bread. a60

"Oh Natty, it's attractive when you speak like that." Multiple men mock us in

a girly tone. Rage level: 81. a21

"Shove your balls where I can see them because it looks like you don't have

any, go lick the bread elsewhere because my conversation is with this rude

man, not his petty, vexatious 'friends' chirping in for him." I silence the men

who made a mockery of women. a15

"We don't live to just for you-" he cuts me o  on my sentence.

"Yes you do, go make me a sandwich. You'll understand when you realise

your only purpose in life is to breed while the man stays at work to earn

money." Just looking around our area of the table, everybody was invested.

The women moved their food around the plate slightly frowning. a36

"I can't even express myself, the misogyny and sexism are uncanny, we exist

for ourselves, not for the pleasure of men. How disgusting of you to believe

that our sole purpose is to fulfil your sexual needs. Forgive me if you can't

handle hormones but don't treat us like we're nothing, we don't exist for

male validation." I could feel my voice cracking on the higher notes due to my

strong will to cry. a4

"If you don't seek male validation stop wearing revealing clothes. You get

what you get," he and the boys laugh at my fragility. a35

"We wear clothes we feel comfortable in and if you can't control yourself

around us that's your problem, not our problem. And clarify the last part

please."

"Any unwanted sexual activity between us and the women is true because

they can't keep their breasts in their bra. R*pe is stupid because we know

deep inside that you want it, every pathetic woman does." I could see the

'math' woman wanting to say something to her husband she almost seemed

afraid. a56

"R*pe is caused by usual men who have a strong sexual attraction to a

woman- not dismissing sexual assault within men it's just a common

occurrence with women- but the woman just wants to embrace her body

without being sexualised. As for asking for it? The only thing they ask for is

for you to be killed because no woman enjoys being touched by an unwanted

man." I take a sip from the pouch of Capri Sun. a1

"We wear what we're comfortable with, we only do what we're comfortable

with, we only give consent to whom we are comfortable with. I just want you

to know, we walk out of the door every day fearing for our lives and being

sexualised and objectified by men. We have to take self-defence classes just

to keep ourselves safe. And it's men like you who we fear." I was skating with

the adrenaline that pushed its way through my arteries and into my heart. a2

"If you aren't objects, men aren't wallets," he shrugs looking over to his

friends for approval. a21

"See I don't understand this, you're comparing being objectified to losing

some money. Just tell me what sounds worse: your mother, your sister, your

wife and future daughter has been sexualised and touched inappropriately

by a sadistic man, they were then tra icked so that they could be touched

again and again and again. Or losing some money on a gi  for your lovely

wife who I can see is bursting to say something." I gesture to the woman who

had her head rested in her le  hand and her right hand and fork picking at

the food. a13

"You're exaggerating." He blu s. a4

"Am I? Have you ever been assaulted or discriminated against for your

gender? Had there ever been a moment where you hated being a man,

having the infinite power over us? I'm not saying this kind of stu  doesn't

happen to men but I'm saying a large proportion of the cases filed are from

women." a17

"I suggest you keep your mouth quiet because I'm tired of hearing from you,

you ugly, stupid rat." He moves his blazer aside to reveal a shiny, silver gun.

Was he threatening me with a gun for standing up for myself? a4

"And this is exactly what I mean; you use your power to threaten me!" Once I

see him a clutch gun as an attempt to pull it out on me I panic.

Quickly, I stand up accidentally pushing my chair back with the back of my

knees, but somehow I fell back on my buttocks and continued to crawl back

until I was back against the wall. a6

"Hey! What's going on?" I see a worried expression from Elijah, rapidly, I pull

myself up and hide behind him.

"Nothing," Nate discreetly covers the gun up with his blazer again but it

wasn't enough for Elijah- he must've seen and reacted by snatching the gun

from his side and pressed it against his temple.

"One more move and I blow your brains out!" Everyone looked at us but

didn't seem to be shocked as I was, this was the most violent I have ever

heard Elijah. a5

"Elijah, don't be stupid," one of the men he was sat next to had a gun pressed

against the back of Elijah's head.

"I suggest you let them go and we'll be on our way," he sniggers in the ugliest

way possible.

"I wouldn't do that, Lyle, you're making a big mistake," chants of Alessandro

who stood across from 'Lyle,' had no mercy because the next thing I know

and silver bullet slices the warm air and pierces the black fabric to his black

pants, not even moments later I see a red tint added to the dark pants and

grunts if pain. a3

The man I assume is Lyle tumbles over coughing and gasping for air with a

strong hand clutching his upper thigh area- almost near his genitals.

"I want you and you family out of here now, leave your work ID here, they

shall be burnt because you're never welcome here again, AND IF I SEE YOU

THREATENING MY SISTER AGAIN ILL MAKE SURE TO PLUNG A DAGGER

THROUGH YOUR HEART WITH NO MERCY," Alessandro screamed to the point

where the crystals on the chandelier were vibrating against each other. a13

"LEAVE." a66

************

It had been thirty minutes since the entire fiasco and I was scared, I was

scared to talk to them about this. How do I address this? I had just seen my

incredible brother shoot someone in the leg how do I come back from that? a13

I sat on the balcony above the front door watching as the a luent and gilded

people leave in their ridiculously expensive cars. Was it necessary to come to

a dinner party in Lamborghini? All of the expensive cars look the same.

I'll never understand these people, I hadn't grown up in wealth and money, I

learned to do things the hard way, I learned that you only have yourself to

rely on- not some worker who you hired to sign invitations.

It was a beautiful night which I found added a positive mood to the Earth's

aura, even though it was raining slightly it felt warm and comforting, the

heavens above me were able to sympathise my pain. They were crying with

me. a8

The heavens of which souls have been lost in Earth, rich, moist soil. They

were weeping, they understood me. The dark, cobalt sky that had very few

scattered stars; the heavenly bodies were just as self-luminous and the sun

painted the perfect picture of one's dreams.

Within the billions of people that thrive on this Earth, I have never felt so

alone amongst them all. At least the sea of planets and nebula was enough to

make me feel wanted.

It's crazy, space is filled with endless possibilities yet not one person has

managed a way to get to Mars yet they can spend a lot of money to spend on

a Tesla to send into space. I'm not mad about it though, it does well for their

aesthetic but I just feel like the world could be spending money on more

important things- it's why I got mad at Elijah that time when he didn't take

Yemen seriously. These are innocent people dying because the government

is too selfish to help them.

Although I'm not going to sit here and say it isn't our government that's not

helping countries firebombs at Yemen and many more countries, because I

know they are which saddens me because these are the same people that

want peace yet create wars that they can't finish. a6

Just imagine what heaven's like... a45

************

Hola! Hey! [i don't know any other languages but I'm sending virtual

hugs through the screen, like if you caught them   ❤ ❤ ] a3

I just want to spread this information- watch Zootopia/ Zootropolis

[depending on where you're from names of the movie di ers] and it'll

help explain racism to you like your seven and then maybe it'll change

your ways.

I really hope you enjoyed this chapter even though I know there is A LOT

of errors but I will edit them, this is my first run of the book so nothing is

edited... yet.

AsherahBetty for the idea at the start of the chapter

Remember I love you lots 💕 Xoxo, Demi  ✨❤ a2

[10058 words this chapter, my longest 😬😬 ] a6
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